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Cyclic conjugation of the π-electrons in pyracylene is studied by means of the energy-

effects (ef) of its various cycles. The calculated ef -values imply that cyclic conjuga-

tion significantly destabilizes the pyracylene molecule. This seems to contradict the

experimental findings that pyracylene is a reasonably stable conjugated species. We

show how this apparent failure of the theory can be avoided, and how the main features

of pyracylene’s molecular geometry can be rationalized.
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INTRODUCTION

In polycyclic conjugated molecules the cyclic interaction of the π-electrons may

cause significant thermodynamic stabilization or destabilization (sometimes referred

to as “aromaticity” and “antiaromaticity”) (1–5). The overall energy effect of cyclic

conjugation is usually expressed in terms of resonance energy (of which several vari-

ants have been proposed (3–5)). It is also possible to express the energy effect of each

individual cycle (6–9), as well as of pairs, triplets, etc. of cycles (10).

In catacondensed benzenoid hydrocarbons the energy effects of cyclic conjugation

follow a relatively simple pattern, obeying the Hückel (4n + 2)-rule (9,11). In non-

benzenoid species the situation is much more complicated (12–14), and violations

from the (4n + 2)-rule are sometimes encountered (7,12).

In the present work the energy effects (ef) of cycles are computed by our standard

procedure (7,9,10). The energy effect (ef) of an individual cycle Z is given by

ef(Z,G) =
2

π

∞∫

0

ln

∣∣∣∣∣
φ(G, ix) + 2 φ(G− Z, ix)

φ(G, ix)

∣∣∣∣∣ dx (1)

whereas ef of a pair of disjoint cycles Za, Zb is given by

ef(Za, Zb, G) =
2

π

∞∫

0

ln

∣∣∣∣∣
φ(G, ix)− 4 φ(G− Za − Zb, ix)

φ(G, ix)

∣∣∣∣∣ dx . (2)

In the above formulas, G denotes the molecular graph, φ(G, x) its characteristic

polynomial, and i =
√−1 . Further details can be found in the review (9) and in

the references cited therein. Note that the above formulas apply to non-charged

conjugated hydrocarbons in their ground state. For charged systems appropriate

modifications are needed (14).

The ef -values, calculated according to Eqs. (1) and (2), are expressed in units of

the HMO carbon–carbon resonance integral β . Therefore, positive (resp. negative)

ef -values imply thermodynamic stabilization (resp. destabilization).

PYRACYLENE

Because of its peculiar conjugation mode, pyracylene (compound 1 in Figure 1)

was for a long time in the focus of interest of theoretical chemists. Various theoretical

approaches (see, for example, (15–18)) implied that it would be a rather unstable
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compound. This conclusion was in excellent agreement with the then known ex-

perimental results (19,20), according to which pyracylene could only exist in dilute

solution, whereas its solid form decomposed within a few minutes. Later experimental

work (21,22) showed that pyracylene is much more stable, so that the purified solid

compound could be stored for several days at room temperature (or for many months

at -20 ◦C) without any sign of decomposition.

Figure 1 comes about here

The geometry of pyracylene was determined by X-ray difraction (22), see Figure

2.

Figure 2 comes about here

The ef -values of the various cycles present in pyracylene have not been reported

so far, and are now given in the subsequent section. From these data one could arrive

at a similar conclusion as the earlier studies (15–18), namely that pyracylene is a

highly reactive, unstable, antiaromatic species. We, however, show how these data

should be interpreted, cum grano salis , so as to avoid the disagreement with the

experimental findings (22). Furthermore, by using the ef -values, the main features

of pyracylene’s molecular geometry can be rationalized.

THE ENERGY EFFECTS OF THE CYCLES OF PYRACYLENE

The pyracylene molecule has four rings, but a total of 14 cycles. In addition,

it possesses a pair of disjoint (five membered) cycles. The cycles of pyracylene and

their labelling are shown in Figure 3. The energy effects of all these cycles, computed

according to Eqs. (1) and (2), are given in Table 1. In this table are given also

the corresponding ef -values of acenaphthylene (2) and naphthalene (3), as well as of

their vinyl–derivatives 4 and 5, cf. Figure 1.

Figure 3 and Table 1 come about here

The ef -values of the five–, six–, nine–, and ten-mebered cycles of pyracylene may

be compared with the energy effects of the corresponding cycles of acenaphthylene
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and naphthalene. However, because the ef -value of a cycle depends also on its extent

of branching (for details see (9)), it is more legitimate to compare the energy effects

of the cycles of pyracylene with the equally branched cycles of the vinyl–derivatives

of acenaphthylene (4) and naphthalene (5). Needless to say that the vinyl–groups in

4 and 5 should have negligible influence on the intensity of cyclic conjugation.

The data given in Table 1 clearly show that cyclic conjugation in pyracylene is

energetically significantly less favorable than in the compounds 4 and 5. The fact

that this destabilization is caused by the presence of two disjoint five-membered cycles

is best seen from the large negative ef -value of the pair of cycles Z3, Z4 .

A somewhat surprising finding is that in pyracylene also the ten-membered cycle

Z12 has a destabilizing effect, contrary to the analogous effects in 2, 3, 4, and 5,

violating thus the Hückel (4n + 2)-rule. On the other hand, the perimeter of pyra-

cylene, the twelve-membered cycle Z1234 , has also a destabilizing effect, this time in

agreement with the Hückel (4n + 2)-rule. If fact, of the 15 distinct ef -values only

those corresponding to the two 6-membered and four 9-membered cycles are positive.

INTERPRETING THE CALCULATED ef-VALUES OF PYRACYLENE

Based on the ef -values of its cycles (see Table 1), pyracylene could be “predicted”

to be a highly unstable, antiaromatic species. However, the considerations leading

to such a conclusion are based on the assumption that the molecule is planar and

that all its carbon–carbon bonds have (nearly) equal lengths. In other words, the

assumption is that all the calculated cyclic conjugation effects are actually acting.

The real molecule has no obligation to obey the above assumptions. If the cyclic

conjugation in a “planar π-electron system in which all carbon–carbon bonds have

equal lengths” is energetically unfavorable, then one should expect that the real

molecule will change its geometry so as to avoid the destabilizing energy effects.

This appears to happen in the case of pyracylene.

From the experimentally determined (22) geometry of pyracylene (see Figure 2)

one can easily recognize the modes by which the “planar π-electron system in which

all carbon–carbon bonds have equal lengths” has been distorted. The bonds b have

significantly extended, whereas the bonds a have significantly shortened. According
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to their lengths, the bonds a can be considered as almost purely double, whereas the

bonds b as almost purely single. The remaining bonds (c , d , e , and f) have lengths

similar to those in naphthalene.

By such a change in geometry, all the (destabilizing) cyclic conjugation effects

arising from the five-membered rings Z1 and Z4 have been eliminated or, at least,

significantly attenuated. On the other hand, the cyclic conjugation effects of Z2 , Z3 ,

and Z34 are turned similar to those in naphthelene, thus causing stabilization.

We thus see that the actual geometry of pyracylene can be understood as a result

of a distortion from the idealized “equal–bond–length–state”, such as to minimize the

destabilizing, and maximize the stabilizing cyclic conjugaiton effects. The direction of

this distortion could be “predicted” (or, at this moment only rationalized) by knowing

the respective ef -values (given in Table 1).

In our opinion the case of pyracylene, discussed here in detail, should serve as a

guideline for interpreting the ef -values (calculated according to Eqs. (1) and (2))

also in other non-benzenoid polycyclic conjugated π-electron systems.
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FIGURE 1. Pyracylene (1), the conjugated π-electron systems whose ef -values are
used for comparative purposes (2–5), and the labelling of their rings.
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FIGURE 2. The symmetry–equivalent carbon–carbon bonds of pyracylene are
marked by same letters. The experimentally determined (22) bond lengths are:
ra = 134.6 pm , rb = 149.2 pm , rc = 137.29 pm , rd = 139.7 pm , re = 144.3 pm ,
and rf = 136.0 pm .
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FIGURE 3. The symmetry–nonequivalent cycles of pyracylene. Their labelling
follows the labelling of the rings, shown in Figure 1. Pyracylene possesses a total of
14 cycles (two cycles of type Z1 , two cycles of type Z3 , a single cycle of type Z12 ,
four cycles of type Z13 , etc). In addition, it possesses a unique pair of disjoint cycles
(Z3 + Z4).
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cycle size 1 2 3 4 5
Z1 6 0.0275 0.1050 0.1211 0.0949 0.1056
Z2 6 0.0275 0.1050 0.1211 0.0949 0.1056
Z3 5 -0.0670 0.0114 – 0.0154 –
Z4 5 -0.0670 – – – –
Z12 10 -0.0118 0.0567 0.0709 0.0469 0.0522
Z13 9 0.0285 0.0049 – 0.0066 –
Z14 9 0.0285 – – – –
Z23 9 0.0285 0.0049 – 0.0066 –
Z24 9 0.0285 – – – –
Z123 11 -0.0089 -0.0026 – -0.0024 –
Z124 11 -0.0089 – – – –
Z134 12 -0.0601 – – – –
Z234 12 -0.0601 – – – –
Z1234 12 -0.0601 – – – –

Z3 + Z4 5+5 -0.1155 – – – –

TABLE 1. The energy effects of the cycles of pyracylene (1) and, for comparative
purposes, of acenaphthylene (2), naphthalene (3), and their vinyl–derivatives 4 and
5, cf. Figure 1. The labelling of the cycles is explained in Figure 3.
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Figure and Table Captions

FIGURE 1. Pyracylene (1), the conjugated π-electron systems whose ef -values are

used for comparative purposes (2–5), and the labelling of their rings.

FIGURE 2. The symmetry–equivalent carbon–carbon bonds of pyracylene are

marked by same letters. The experimentally determined (22) bond lengths are:

ra = 134.6 pm , rb = 149.2 pm , rc = 137.29 pm , rd = 139.7 pm , re = 144.3 pm ,

and rf = 136.0 pm .

FIGURE 3. The symmetry–nonequivalent cycles of pyracylene. Their labelling

follows the labelling of the rings, shown in Fig. 1. Pyracylene possesses a total of

14 cycles (two cycles of type Z1 , two cycles of type Z3 , a single cycle of type Z12 ,

four cycles of type Z13 , etc). In addition, it possesses a unique pair of disjoint cycles

(Z3 + Z4).

TABLE 1. The energy effects of the cycles of pyracylene (1) and, for comparative

purposes, of acenaphthylene (2), naphthalene (3), and their vinyl–derivatives 4 and

5, cf. Fig. 1. The labelling of the cycles is explained in Fig. 3.
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